
What is Cloud Monitoring?
Cloud monitoring ensures that applications hosted
on private, public, or hybrid cloud infrastructures
are always available and performing optimally. The
data collected and evaluated encompasses a variety
of services relate to:

AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud
Cloud hosted websites
Virtual Machine Instances
Database
IT Infrastructure

Because cloud based environments rely on a complicated set or resources, readily identifying
the availability and performance issues that most a ect business services is challenging. IT
needs to be able to holistically monitor application health and the accompanying cloud
infrastructure components.

While Cloud IaaS and virtualization
technologies have common
underpinnings, there are signi cant
di erences between them that can
make one technology a better t
over the other.

Download the whitepaper:

Virtualization or Clous
IaaS

Cloud Monitoring Design
The following outline is a list of items to take into account when implementing a cloud
monitoring system:

Have a low key discussion with a Longitude IT expert
What should you monitor?
Schedule a Call Now

×

Monitor Cloud Resource Utilization - virtualization and storage bottlenecks
Monitor Application Performance – application slowdowns
Monitor End User Experience - page load time and availability
Monitor Virtual Networks - resource utilization and network latency
Monitor Cloud-hosted log les - errors and audit detail

What constitutes a problem?
KPIs that exceed threshold values
Alarms generated by cloud infrastructure
Poor application performance
Inability to access services
Problems as identifed by built-in knowledge base

What should you do when a problem is identi ed?
For recurring problems build detailed repair notes into the alert to speed repair
Prioritize and escalate high severity alerts with text messages or email alerts
Automate an OS command or script to x the problem if possible

What are the bene ts of monitoring
and tracking ?
Proactively troubleshoot performance
and availability problems before they
reach end users
Improve end-user performance

Expose problem areas between on-premises and cloud infrastructure
Right-size the cloud infrastructure to cost e ectively support application workloads

Next Steps...
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